
Your preferred innovative & 
sustainable garment manufacturer

for Sport & Outdoor brands



ONE
GLOBAL

PARTNER

We are a Danish owned company built on core values of sustainability and 
ethical practice. Trustability is a guiding principle under which we conduct 
all business activities. 
 
LTP Garment is a truly global business with 5+ fully owned factories that 
span two continents - Europe and Asia. 
 
Our European Innovation Centre is located in Kaunas, Lithuania, and our 
Asian Innovation Centre is located in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
 
Our head office is located in Copenhagen, Denmark.
 
LTP Consciously Crafted.



“LTP is a truly global business with fully owned 
factories that span two continents. This leaves 

us in a unique position with a high degree 
of flexibility in serving our premium brand 

customers as their preferred garment 
manufacturing partner” 

CEO Garment
Camilla Deichmann



“We are proud that strong brands trust 
LTP as their preferred production partner. 

We care deeply about how we can best 
support our customers”

Sales Director, Lithuania
Zaneta Seremetiene



LET’S 
GROW 

TOGETHER

Co-creation in 
LTP Innovation

Centres

“LTP help us create 
the future of 

clothing. When 
creating the future, 

you have to work 
with collaborative 

future facing 
partners. That is 

100% what LTP are 
for us” 

Nick Tidball 
Co-Founder

Nikol Rakic 
VP Operations, 

Christina Muljadi 
Sourcing Manager, 

Eva Karlson 
CEO

Kasper Anker
Head of Sales
 & Production

“LTP’s flexible 
approach and 

geographic 
diversity make them 

the ideal global 
partner for us, 

with both EU and 
Vietnamse setup with 

Innovation Centres 
and Production 

facilities” 

“With LTP we can 
be certain, that only 

state-of-the-art 
technologies are 

being used. It’s very 
reassuring to know, 

that our manufacturing 
partner can meet 
our demands & 

standards within 
technical capabilities, 
in order to create high 

quality products” 

“With LTP we 
always strive to co-
create sustainable 

and technical 
garments. 

We affirm that LTP 
stands for quality 

and trust their 
capabilities of 

making a quality 
garment” 

“In our quest to 
push boundaries for 

the way outdoor 
apparel is made and 
used, collaboration 
and forming strong 
partnerships is key. 

LTP shares our 
science-based 

systems perspective 
and together we set 

ambitious goals 
for the future” 

One Global 
Production 

Partner

Technical 
 Capabilities

Consciously  
Crafted

A Trusted
Partner 

LTP is regarded as one of the best production partners for demanding 
clothing brands. 

We are a proud global partner to some of the most ambitious and quality 
oriented brands.



PRODUCT 
CATEGORIES

Outdoor

Active Sport

Cycling

Organic & Lifestyle Apparel

Urban Perfomance

Perfomance Running

Crafting technically demanding, function-first products for the sports & 
outdoor industry is one of our fortes.

LTP Garment has a portfolio of 60+ premium brands within active sports-
wear, outdoor, organic and lifestyle apparel. We are the `go-to`partner for 
insights, strong network, first-class knowledge, best practices within in-
novation and sustainability, certifications on highest level, state of the art 
technologies as well as precision in quality & deliveries.



“95% of our customers rank 
LTP among the best 

manufacturers in the industry” 
LTP Customer Satisfaction Survey

Sales Director, Vietnam
Huynh Thi Xuan Hoa



CUTTING
-EDGE 

TECHNOLOGIES

LTP is the leading manufacturer for innovation thanks to significant 
investments in new technologies and equipment. Through a com-
bination of state-of-the-art machinery and expertise gained from 
our in-house specialists, we possess the ultimate understanding 
of the latest technical innovations. This enables us to support your 
brand with “What’s Next.” 





“LTP became LTP Consciously Crafted. For 
this to be our everyday reality, it is essential 

that sustainability becomes integrated in our 
operations, values and culture. Therefore, we 

have made sustainability one of our 
corporate strategic pillars and designed a 

governance model that ensures a delegation 
of responsibilities locally in the factories.”

Global Sustainability Manager
Karen Simonsen



CERTIFIED 
AT THE 

HIGHEST 
LEVEL

Consciously Crafted is our commitment to drive sustainable manufacturing, with 
environmental and ethical accountability determining our choices while producing 
durable, functional, premium products.

LTP meets the toughest standards for environment, health and safety without 
compromising functionality, quality and design. 

We guarantee that all products produced at LTP only contain components and 
pass through processes that are safe for people and the environment throughout 
the entire production chain. 





“In order to future-proof our business and 
cement our position as a proactive innovation 

leader, we have created a series of Value Added 
Services. As the industry continues to fluctuate, 

our goal is to ensure our customers remain 
at the forefront of innovation whilst achieving 

sustainable growth.”

CCO Garment 
Alex Ingildsen



LTP Group is a global privately owned production partner 
for demanding clothing and furniture brands.  

We are specialists in handling textiles for many different
industries and products. We are divided into 2 business units, 
LTP Garment and LTP Furniture.  

Care. Trust. Challenge. 

For more information
visit us at www.ltpgroup.com 

LTP Lithuania 
lt.sales@ltpgroup.com 
+370 3736 2322

LTP Vietnam 
vn.sales@ltpgroup.com 
+ 84 862 522 396


